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A B S T R A C T

In current transverse seismic design of long span cable-stayed bridges, the conventional transverse fixed system
(TFS) is usually adopted. This strategy inevitably increases seismic demands of substructures and towers, leading
to high seismic-induced damage risks to the bridges. To address this issue, the authors recently developed a novel
Transverse Steel Damper (TSD) and correspondingly proposed an innovative TSD seismic system (TSDSS), in
which the TSDs were placed at deck-tower and/or deck-bent connections. To further verify the reliability and
seismic isolation efficiency of TSDSS for long span cable-stayed bridges under near- and far-fault ground mo-
tions, a series of experiments on a 1/35-scale model of a kilometer-span cable-stayed bridge were conducted on a
four-shake-table testing system. Experimental results indicate that (1) compared with the conventional TFS, the
TSDSS can reduce transverse displacement and curvature demands along bent/tower columns, meanwhile
limiting displacements at deck-bent/tower connections to an acceptable level in engineering practice. (2) The
sensitivity of TSDSS to ground motions is obviously lower than that of the conventional TFS. The isolation
efficiency of TSDSS is robust regardless under near- or far-fault ground motions; (3) Increasing the yield strength
of TSDs can decrease the relative displacements at deck-bent/tower connections. In general, the TSDSS is ex-
perimentally validated to be a capable and reliable strategy for the seismic design of long span cable-stayed
bridges. Additionally, the shake-table test is simulated using a finite element model, which provides good
agreements with the test results.

1. Introduction

In the last three decades, a large number of cable-stayed bridges
have been constructed in China. These bridges usually serve as key
joints in national or local transport networks. Considering the im-
portance of these bridges in networks and to ensure the essential post-
earthquake functionality, the main structural components of cable-
stayed bridges, including towers, foundations and superstructures, are
required to remain elastic under design-level earthquakes with a return
period of 2000 years in Chinese seismic design specifications [1,2].
However, severe damages were still detected in cable-stayed bridges
during some recent strong earthquakes. For example, in 1999 Chi-Chi,
Taiwan earthquake, Chi-Lu Bridge suffered severe damages in the
towers [3]. Therefore, how to improve the seismic performances of
cable-stayed bridges has drawn increasing attentions from both the
engineering and academic community. In the longitudinal direction, a
full- or semi-floating system is often applied in practice. In such a
system, Fluid Viscous Dampers (FVDs) [4–7] are often installed at deck-

tower connections to reduce shear and bending demands at tower
bottoms and foundations, meanwhile limiting relative displacements
between deck and towers to a practically acceptable level. In this
manner, longitudinal seismic performances of cable-stayed bridges are
generally acceptable for practice. In the transverse direction, however,
rigid constraints are often adopted at deck-bent/tower connections for
providing enough stiffness to carry traffic and wind loads under service
conditions [8]. This is the so-called conventional Transverse Fixed
System (TFS), which inevitably increases seismic demands at bents (or
piers), towers and foundations. To meet the seismic design require-
ments, these components are always designed, in an uneconomic
manner, with sufficient strength capacity to resist design-level earth-
quakes. In this regard, transversal isolation systems for cable-stayed
bridges, especially in high seismic regions, are highly demanded.
In recent years, seismic isolation techniques provide alternative

solutions to the seismic design of cable-stayed bridges in the transverse
direction. Most of them uses passive energy-dissipation devices to
elongate transverse periods of bridges and/or enhance the damping. A
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notable number of numerical studies have focused on the feasibility and
efficiency of transverse isolation strategies for cable-stayed bridges. For
example, Ye et al. [9] and Yan et al. [10] studied the effectiveness of
FVDs as energy-dissipation devices installed at deck-pier connections. A
noted limitation of FVDs for transverse seismic isolation is that they are
difficult to adapt to deck movements in the longitudinal direction under
service conditions. In other words, the transversally installed FVDs
cannot readily adapt to the longitudinal full- or semi-floating system,
unless with special and complex configurations [14]. To overcome this
disadvantage, Shen et al. [11,12] developed a novel Transverse Steel
Damper (TSD) that behaves in elastoplastic manner under earthquakes
and thereby can dissipate seismic energy. In addition, it can freely
adapt to the longitudinal movement of deck using simple configura-
tions. Utilizing the TSD, Shen et al. [12] proposed a new transversal
seismic system for long span cable-stayed bridges called TSD Seismic
System (TSDSS). In this system, the TSDs are placed at deck-bent (or
pier) connections in parallel with sliding bearings. It is worth noting
that in the aforementioned studies, rigid constraints were still adopted
at the deck-tower connections. To further improve the seismic perfor-
mance of towers, Camara et al. [13] numerically evaluated the effi-
ciency of FVDs and yielding Metallic Dampers (MDs) separately to re-
duce the tower damage. Rion-Antirion Bridge [14] in Greece applied
transversal seismic protection system, comprising FVDs and fuse re-
straints, installed between deck and pylons to resist extreme earth-
quakes. Ismail et al. [15] investigated the mitigation efficiency of cable-
stayed bridges with Roll-N-Cage (RNC) isolators under near-fault
earthquakes. Guan et al. [16] proposed a transverse isolation system for
cable-stayed bridges, in which elastic cables were placed at deck-tower
connections in parallel with FVDs, and Buckling Restrained Braces
(BRBs) were placed in deck-pier connections. Raheem et al. [17] pre-
sented a new concept using low yield-strength steel links as a supple-
mental energy dissipation system for the seismic design of cable-stayed
bridges with H-shaped steel towers. However, the feasibility and re-
liability of the above mentioned transverse isolation systems under
earthquake excitations have not been further verified by experiments.
Shake table test is a direct and reliable method to investigate the

seismic behavior of structures and to verify the results of theoretical or
numerical analysis. Most of the previous experiments mainly focused on
the impact of non-uniform excitations on seismic responses [18–20]
and the failure mechanism of cable-stayed bridges [21,22]. Relatively
few researchers conducted shake-table tests to verify the efficiency and
reliability of isolation system for cable-stayed bridges, especially in the
transverse direction. To the knowledge of authors, existing studies
limited to Xu et al. [23] and Yi et al. [24], who carried out shake table
tests to demonstrate the mitigation effectiveness of C-shaped and X-
shaped yield-steel dampers, respectively, used in the transverse direc-
tion of cable-stayed bridges. From the above discussions, it can be
concluded that various mitigation strategies and energy-dissipation
devices have been proposed and theoretically verified using numerical
analyses, but the feasibility and efficiency of these devices used in

cable-stayed bridges have not been well documented by experimental
studies.
Using advanced shake-table facility, this study aims to verify the

efficiency and reliability of TSDSS for transverse seismic mitigation of
long span cable-stayed bridges. To this end, a 1/35-scale model of a
kilometer-span cable-stayed bridge was excited on a four-shake-table
testing system in the Multi-functional Shaking Table Lab at Tongji
University, Shanghai, China. Seismic behaviors of the TSDSS and TFS
under near- and far-fault ground motions were investigated and com-
pared in terms of force, displacement and curvature demands as well as
energy dissipations. For the TSDSS, the TSDs were placed at deck-bent
connections in parallel with Sliding Spherical Steel Bearings (SSSB),
and TSDs were installed at deck-tower connections. Additionally, the
impact of TSD yield strength on seismic behavior of TSDSS was also
experimentally investigated. Finally, the shake-table test is simulated
using a finite element model.

2. Bridge model

2.1. Bridge prototype

The Sutong Bridge, a typical kilometer-span cable-stayed bridge as
shown in Fig. 1, was taken as the prototype. It is the longest span cable-
stayed bridge in China with a main-span of 1088m and two side-spans
of 500m (300+100+100m). The orthotropic steel box girder, with a
width of 41m and a depth of 4m, is supported by two inclined semi-fan
cable-planes radiating from the top of the 300m-height reinforced
concrete twin towers with inverted Y-shape. In the longitudinal direc-
tion, a full-floating system is adopted and FVDs are placed at deck-
tower connections to limit deck displacement demands under earth-
quakes. In the transverse direction, for providing enough stiffness to
carry traffic and wind loads under service conditions, transversely fixed
bearings and wind-resistant bearings are installed at the deck-pier and
deck-tower connections, respectively, namely, the conventional TFS is
utilized transversally in the as-built bridge. Other information about the
bridge can be found in Ref. [25].

2.2. Scale model design and instrument arrangement

A 1/35-scale model of the Sutong Bridge as illustrated in Fig. 2 was
designed for the shake table test. Considering the feasibility and to
ensure the quality of construction, micro concrete was used to sub-
stitute the prototype concrete, and the similarity factor of Young’s
modulus for concrete was designed as 0.3. The similarity factor of ac-
celeration and gravity acceleration was 1.0. Other scale factors, as
shown in Table 1, can be derived according to the similarity law
[26,27].
Since this study aims to verify the efficiency and reliability of the

TSDSS for cable-stayed bridges, for better experimental feasibility,
some simplifications were performed as follows. (1) The cables were

Fig. 1. Configuration of Sutong Bridge.
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reduced to 56 pairs from 272 pairs in the prototype according to the
similarity of the first three order dynamic characteristics of the bridge
and the forces in cables [23]. Each cable in the test model was re-
presented by the 7.7-mm-diameter steel wire rope. (2) Soil-structure
interaction effects are neglected for simplicity. (3) Due to the limited
numbers of shake tables, the three piers at each side-span of the pro-
totype bridge were condensed to two bents, which then could be
mounted on one table. Under such simplifications, as shown in Fig. 2,
the Bent 1 and Bent 2 were mounted on Table A, and Bent 3 and Bent 4
were mounted on Table D. Tower 1 and Tower 2 were mounted on

Table B and Table C, respectively. It is worth noting that another pur-
pose of this experiment is to investigate the lateral failure mechanism of
cable-stayed bridges, which is beyond the scope of this study.
Fig. 2 also presents configurations of the scale model. The total

height of the tower is 8.58m. The total length of the deck is 59.66m.
According to the similarity of cross-sectional shear and bending capa-
cities, section dimensions and reinforcements for towers and bents were
designed. Specifically, 6-mm-diameter steel bars and galvanized wires
were used to represent the longitudinal bars and reinforcement stirrups,
respectively. A steel box with thickness of 10mm was designed ac-
cording to the similarity of bending stiffness along strong and weak axes
of the prototype deck. Additional masses, attached along deck surface,
tower shafts and bent columns, were designed as displayed in Fig. 2.
Fig. 3 depicts the shake-table test system of the scale model.
To monitor the seismic responses of the structure under seismic

excitations, as illustrated in Fig. 2, the deck, bents and towers were
instrumented with amounts of sensors. Eleven horizontal accel-
erometers and eleven string potentiometers were arranged along the
deck. Seven horizontal accelerometers and seven string potentiometers
were installed in the same vertical plane along each tower. Each bent
was instrumented with three horizontal accelerometers and three string
potentiometers. The axial forces in all cables were measured by axial-
force sensors as shown in Fig. 3, and tri-axial-force sensors were used to

Fig. 2. Details of scale model (unit: mm).

Table 1
Main scale factors for test model.

Physical quantity Similarity relationship Value

Length Sl 1/35
Acceleration =S S S/a l t

2 1
Elastic modulus SE 0.3
Mass density =S S S S/E a l 10.5
Mass =S S Sm l

3 0.000245
Time =S S S( / )t m k 0.5 0.169
Force =S S SF E l

2 0.000245
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measure forces transferred from deck to bents and towers as shown in
Fig. 5. Due to the symmetry of structure, only the forces transferred
from the deck to Bent 1, Bent 2, and Tower 1 were measured. In ad-
dition, as illustrated in Fig. 2, the average section curvature along the
tower column was monitored by a pair of linear potentiometers placed
at two opposite faces of the tower column, which can be calculated by
Eq. (1).

= =
d

h l
d
/

(1)

where h is deformation difference between the two linear potenti-
ometers; l is the vertical length of the measured region; d is the hor-
izontal distance between the two potentiometers.

2.3. Description of the TSDSS and TFS

Shen et al. [11,12] recently developed a novel Transverse Steel
Damper (TSD) mainly used in the transverse direction of bridges. The
TSD, using triangular steel plates as the energy dissipation element, can

freely accommodate the longitudinal movement of the deck under
normal service conditions. The TSD possess a bilinear force-displace-
ment property, which has been confirmed by quasi-static experiments
and validated by numerical simulations [12]. Using the TSD, Shen et al.
[12] proposed a novel transverse isolation system for long span cable-
stayed bridges. In this system, the TSDs were placed at deck-bent (or
pier) connections in parallel with sliding bearings, while fixed con-
straints at the transversal deck-tower connections are still applied. The
sliding bearings are used to support the deck in vertical direction.
Under normal service conditions, ‘‘fuse bolts” installed in the sliding
bearings were used to provide transversal constraint stiffness to carry
the traffic and wind loads. The designed fuse-bolts will fracture when
the bridge undergoes design-level earthquakes. Consequently, the deck
will be moveable in the transverse direction, meanwhile the displace-
ment of deck will be limited to an acceptable level by TSDs.
Fig. 4 illustrates the configurations of TSDSS in this study. In each

bent, one TSD is placed at the deck-bent connection in parallel with two
Sliding Spherical Steel Bearings (SSSBs). In each tower, two TSDs were
installed at the deck-tower connection. Fig. 5 graphically shows the
prepared TSDs at the location of the Bent 2 and Tower 2. In addition, to
investigate the impact of TSD yield strength on seismic behaviours of
cable-stayed bridges, two types of TSDs named TSD-1 and TSD-2 were
used. The system using TSD-1 is named TSDSS1, whereas the other
using TSD-2 is named TSDSS2 hereinafter. The design process of TSDSS
and parameters of the two types of TSDs including the mechanical and
geometric parameters will be described in Section 2.4.
For comparison, the conventional TFS was also tested, in which fix

constraints were applied at all deck-bent and deck-tower connections in
the transverse direction. Table 2 shows the comparisons of deck-bent
and deck-tower connections for the tested TSDSS1, TSDSS2 and TFS. It
is worth noting again that the deck in the longitudinal direction was
moveable for the three systems.

2.4. Design of the TSD

As aforementioned, TSDs were placed at deck-bent and -tower
connections of the scale bridge model. With the aim of limiting dis-
placements at deck-bent and deck-tower connections around 3 cm for

Fig. 3. Photo for full-bridge of the test model.

Fig. 4. Configurations of TSDSS.
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reliable measurement purpose, these TSDs were designed using non-
linear time-history analysis in OpenSees [28]. A soft-site artificial wave
(named as E10 shown in Fig. 10) that contains abundant low-frequency
contents is selected as excitation, because it can trigger larger seismic
demands as compared to stiff-site waves at a given intensity measure.
Noted that the E10 wave is scaled to have a PGA of 0.5 g. This intensity
is adopted mainly based on the following two reasons: (1) to keep the
critical structural components in elastic state for testing safety and re-
liability. (2) within the first requirement, to trigger a large seismic
demand as far as possible to reflect the effect of the TSDSS. For this
purpose, a parametric analysis is then performed to determine reason-
able mechanic parameters of the TSDs, including yielding force and pre-
and post-yield stiffness.
More specifically, a three-dimensional finite-element-model of the

scaled model with TSDs was established. In this numerical model which
will be validated in Section 5, elastic beam-column elements are used to
model the towers, RC bents and steel box-girder since these components
are expected to remain elastic under earthquakes, and the area and
inertia of gross sections shown in Fig. 2 are assigned to these elastic
elements. The cables were modeled by using truss element accounting
for sag effects. Nonlinear geometric effects were taken into considera-
tion as well. The TSDs and SSSBs were simulated by zero-length spring
elements with bilinear and ideal elastoplastic force-displacement

properties, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 6. For the SSSB, the yield
strength is equal to the friction coefficient multiplied by the normal
force of the bearing under dead loads. During the parametric analysis,
the friction coefficient of SSSB was set as 0.02 [29–31] and the yielding
displacement, Dy

b, was set as 0.002m [1].
According to the obtained mechanical parameters of TSDs, in-

cluding yield strength and pre- and post-yield stiffness, the dimensions
of each triangular steel plate (i.e., width, height and thickness) and the
number of plates in one TSD were designed with numerical simulation
in ABAQUS [32]. Finally, as illustrated in Fig. 7, one TSD is composed
of two identical triangular steel plates, each with a height of 11 cm, a
width of 7 cm and a thickness of 0.3 cm. In addition, as aforementioned,
two types of TSD named TSD-1 and TSD-2, composed of two steel plates
with identical dimensions but different yield strengths, were used
during the tests. More specifically, the TSD-1 used Q235 steel, in-
dicating a nominal yield strength of 235MPa, while the TSD-2 used
Q160, corresponding to a nominal yield strength of 160MPa.
To further verify the mechanical properties of the designed TSDs, a

series of unidirectional quasi-static tests were conducted on the TSD-1
and TSD-2 specimens. Due to the lack of loading equipment for the
TSDs with small yield strengths, a simplified loading device is designed,
as schematically illustrated in Fig. 8(a), and shown in Fig. 8(b). A pallet
used to place weights (lead brick, 4.85 kg per one) is linked to the top of
triangular steel plate through steel wires combined with a pulley. A
string potentiometer is used to measure the horizontal displacement of
the TSD. Three TSD-1s and three TSD-2s specimens were randomly
selected for the quasi-static tests. Fig. 9 shows the global lateral force-
displacement relationships of TSD1 and TSD2. In each subfigure, three
dotted lines represent the recorded results from the quasi-static tests.
Then an equivalent bilinear force-displacement curve is determined
based on the three recorded curves. Table 3 lists the equivalent yield
strength, stiffness, and the geometrical parameters of the TSDs. Note

(a) Deck-bent2 connection (b) Deck-tower2 connection 
Fig. 5. TSDSS photographs: TSDs installed at deck-bent/tower connections.

Table 2
Comparisons of the deck-bent/tower connections for three test models.

Direction system Deck-bent/tower connection

Bent #1, 2, 3 and 4 Tower #1 and 2

Transverse TSDSS1 one TSD-1+ two SSSBs two TSD-1s
TSDSS2 one TSD-2+ two SSSBs two TSD-2s
TFS Fixed Fixed

Longitudinal TSDSS1, TSDSS2,
TFS

Moveable Moveable

Note: SSSB= sliding spherical steel bearing.

Fig. 6. Mechanical model of the TSD and SSSB.

Fig. 7. Photo for the TSD.
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that the yield strength of TSDs used in the TSDSS1 and TSDSS2 is 0.74
and 0.54 kN, respectively. In addition, the predicted results using
ABAQUS [32] are compared with equivalent bilinear results obtained
from the experiments, which are shown in Fig. 9. Compared with the
experimental results, the maximum discrepancies between the recorded
and predicted results for TSD-1 and TSD-2 are 19% and 17%, respec-
tively. In general, good agreements are achieved.

3. Test protocol

Table 4 lists the test case arrangements. White noise and four
ground motions were selected as the earthquake excitations. The
seismic excitation was only limited in the transverse direction and the
Peak Ground Accelerations (PGAs) were scaled to 0.5 g except for the
white noise (PGA=0.1 g). Five test cases were performed for TSDSS1
and three test cases were performed for TSDSS2. After each ground
motion except for the white-noise cases, intact TSDs were used to re-
place the tested ones. The TFS was excited by the same five ground
motions sequentially.
Fig. 10 indicatively displays the adopted ground motions with

PGA=0.5 g and compressed time axis which was multiplied by a time
scale-factor of 0.169. More specifically, the LCN260 contains a velocity
pulse, while the other three do not (not shown for conciseness). The
information of the adopted ground motions are: (1) LCN260, recorded
in 1992 Landers earthquake (Lucerne Station, Magnitude, M=7.28,
Source distance, RJB=2.19 km, Average shear wave velocity at top
30m of the site, Vs30= 1369m/s); (2) Chi-Chi, recorded in 1999
Taiwan earthquake (TCU129 Station, M=7.62, RJB=1.83 km,
Vs30= 511.18m/s); (3) El Centro, recorded in 1940 Imperial Valley
earthquake (El Centro Station, M=6.95, RJB=6.09 km,

Vs30= 213.44m/s) and (4) E10, a far-field and soft-site artificial wave,
obtained from the report of probabilistic seismic hazard analysis for the
site of the Sutong Bridge.
Fig. 11 presents the comparisons of acceleration response spectra

with 3% damping ratio among the four time-compressed ground mo-
tions. They show significant differences on frequency contents. The E10
and El Centro ground motions contain more low-frequency contents,
corresponding to predominant frequencies of 10 Hz and 11.1 Hz, re-
spectively. By contrast, the Chi-Chi and LCN260 ground motions con-
tain higher frequency contents, corresponding to predominant fre-
quencies of 25 Hz and 50 Hz, respectively. Note that the E10 contains
more low-frequency contents than all other three ground motions,
thereby it should have significant influence on long period structures. It
should be noted that the bridge systems were only excited transversally,
test results hereinafter are just limited to the transverse direction of the
bridge systems.
To illustrate the synchronicity and effectivity of the four shake-table

system, corresponded acceleration spectra of the four recorded table
motions by Tables A, B, C and D, together with the target motion of E10
(PGA=0.5 g), are compared in Fig. 12(a); and the four recorded table
displacement time-histories are also compared with target in Fig. 12(b).
These results indicate that the four shake-table system can work syn-
chronously as expected.

(a) Illustration for the load system 

(b) Photo of the quasi-static test 
Fig. 8. The quasi-static test for TSD.

(a) TSD-1

(b) TSD-2
Fig. 9. Force-displacement relationships of TSDs.
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4. Test results and discussion

4.1. Frequency and damping of the TSDSS and TFS

The first-order vibration mode of the test bridge is the lateral
bending vibration of the deck at mid-span. In this regard, amplitude at
the midpoint of the deck is quite large. Therefore, for the purpose of
easy inspection, white-noise-induced responses at this point is selected
for identifying the frequency and damping properties. Then it is
transferred as Fourier spectra based on the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) method [33]. The peak amplitudes in the Fourier spectra indicate
the fundamental frequencies. The damping ratio of the system, ζ, is then
evaluated by using the half-power bandwidth method that can be

expressed by Eq. (2):

=
+

f f
f f
2 1

2 1 (2)

where f1 and f2 are frequencies at which the amplitudes equal H / 2m
(Hm is the amplitude of Fourier spectrum).
Fig. 13 shows fundamental frequencies and damping ratios of the

studied three systems (i.e., TSDSS1, TSDSS2 and TFS). For TFS, the
damping ratio is 3.1% and the first frequency in the transverse direction
is 0.61 Hz (i.e., period of 1.64 s). When this recorded model period is
divided by the time scale-factor of 0.169, a period of 9.70 s is obtained,
which is quite close to the results from numerical analysis of the Sutong
Bridge reported by Wang et al. [25] and Ye et al. [34] (i.e., 10.0 s and
9.99 s, respectively). Such close results validate the design of the scale
model. For TSDSS1 and TSDSS2, the approximately identical restraint

Table 3
Parameters of one TSD.

Yield strength, kN Equivalent stiffness, kN/m Hardening ratio Triangular steel plate

Height, cm Width, cm Thickness, cm Material Number of plate

TSD-1 0.74 73 0.185 11 7 0.3 Q235 2
TSD-2 0.54 69 0.155 11 7 0.3 Q160 2

Table 4
Testing case arrangements in transverse direction.

System Case name Motion name PGA/g

TSDSS1 (With TSD-1s) TSA-0 White noise 0.1
TSA-1 Chi-Chi 0.5
TSA-2 EL Centro 0.5
TSA-3 E10 0.5
TSA-4 LCN260 0.5

TSDSS2 (With TSD-2s) TSB-0 White noise 0.1
TSB-1 Chi-Chi 0.5
TSB-2 E10 0.5

TFS (Without TSD) TFC White noise 0.1
Chi-Chi 0.5
LCN260 0.5
El Centro 0.5
E10 0.5

Note: PGA=peak ground acceleration.

Fig. 10. Ground motions with a PGA of 0.5 g and compressed time axis.

Fig. 11. Acceleration response spectra (3% damping ratio) of the time-com-
pressed ground motions with PGA=0.5 g.
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stiffness to the deck provided by the deck-bent and deck-tower con-
nections in the two systems results in the same first transversal fre-
quency, both at 0.52 Hz (i.e., period of 1.92 s). The damping ratio is
2.3% for both TSDSSs. Compared with TFS, the period of TSDSS is
elongated, as expected.

4.2. Transverse seismic force demands at deck-bent/tower connections

Fig. 14 presents comparisons for peak transverse horizontal forces at
deck-bent and deck-tower connections between TFS and TSDSS1 under
the four ground motions listed in Table 4. These horizontal forces are
measured by tri-axial-force sensors placed at the base of TSDs and
bearings, as shown in Fig. 5. More specifically, the horizontal forces
transferred from the deck to the any bent consist of the shear force
imposed to TSD and friction forces applied on SSSBs (sliding bearings).

By contrast, the horizontal force transferred from the deck to the towers
is merely the shear force carried by TSDs. In average, compared with
the conventional TFS, the peak transverse force demands are reduced
by 74%, 84% and 85% at the connections of deck-Bent 1, deck-Bent 2
and deck-Tower 1, respectively. More importantly, taking force de-
mands at the deck-tower1 connection under the four ground motions as
an example, slight variation of transverse forces from 1.17 to 1.98 kN
was recorded in TSDSS, while in TFS, the force fluctuation, from 6.18 to
23.11 kN, was significant. Similar tendency can be observed in the
deck-Bent 1 and deck-Bent 2 connections. This demonstrates that the
sensitivity of TSDSS to ground motions is obviously lower than that of

Fig. 12. Achieved table motions for the ground motion of Site E10: (a) acceleration spectra with 3% damping ratio, and (b) displacement time-histories.

Fig. 13. Frequencies and damping ratios of different structural system.

Fig. 14. Comparisons of peak transverse forces at deck-bent/tower connections
between the TSDSS1 and TFS under different ground motions with
PGA=0.5 g.

Fig. 15. Transverse force time-histories at the connections of different system
under E10: (a) deck-Bent 1 connection, (b) deck-Bent 2 connection, and (c)
deck-Tower 1 connection.

Fig. 16. Comparisons of peak transverse-acceleration along deck between the
TSDSS1 and TFS under different ground motions with a PGA of 0.5 g.
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the conventional TFS, which may be partially because the transverse
forces transferred from deck to bents and towers are near the designed
yield strength of TSDs. In addition, this result implies that the TSDSS is
more favorable for bridges under unexpected large earthquakes.
Again from Fig. 14, for TFS it can be concluded that the forces

transferred from the deck to bents and towers are apparently larger
when the bridge model undergoes the E10 ground motion, because it
contains more low-frequency contents than the other three ground
motions as shown in Fig. 11.
Fig. 15 compares the force time-histories at deck-bent and deck-

tower connections between TSDSS and TFS under E10. It is clear that
the TSDSS can significantly reduce the forces transferred from deck to
bents and towers compared with the TFS. Consequently, this will re-
duce the seismic demands at the substructures and towers.

4.3. Acceleration demands at the deck

Fig. 16 displays the peak transverse-acceleration along the deck of
the TSDSS1 and TFS under the four ground motions. Due to the sym-
metry of structure, only left half of the whole-bridge results are pre-
sented. It is obvious that the peak transverse-acceleration of the deck in

TSDSS is significantly lower than that of the TFS, which results in the
remarkable decrease of the horizontal forces transferred from the deck
to substructures and towers in the TSDSS as presented in Figs. 14 and
15. More importantly, the same conclusion can be addressed from
Fig. 16, namely the sensitivity of the TSDSS to ground motions is ob-
viously lower than that of the conventional TFS.
Fig. 17 depicts the displacement time-histories at the deck-midpoint

of the TSDSS1 and TFS under E10. As can be seen from this graph, the
oscillation with lower frequency in TSDSS1 is observed compared with
the TFS. This is the reason why the peak transverse-acceleration at the
deck of TSDSS is significantly lower than that of TFS.

4.4. Curvature and displacement demands at towers and bents

Fig. 18 illustrates the peak transverse displacements along tower
shafts of TSDSS1 and TFS under the four ground motions. Compared
with the TFS, smaller peak transverse displacements along the tower
shaft of TSDSS are obtained. Moreover, for both of TSDSS and TFS, the
maximum displacement of the inverted Y-shaped tower occurs at the
tower-column regions below the bifurcation point under near- or far-
fault ground motions; and the ground motion contain more low-fre-
quency contents, such as the E10 ground motion in this study, triggers
greater tower displacement demands.
Fig. 19 presents the curvature envelopes along the tower column of

TSDSS1 and TFS under different ground motions. It can be concluded
that TSDSS can reduce the section curvature along the tower column
under near- and far-fault ground motions. Taking curvature demands at
tower-bottom and pylon section above crossbeam as examples, com-
pared with the conventional TFS, these peak curvature demands of
TSDSS1 are averagely reduced by 41.7%, and 16.6%, respectively,
under the four ground motions. Additionally, it is worth highlighting
that the towers are more vulnerable when they experience earthquakes
containing more low-frequency contents, such as the E10 ground mo-
tion in this study.
Fig. 20 depicts comparisons of section curvatures at Bent 2- and

Tower1-bottom between the TSDSS and TFS under E10. Compared with
the TFS, significant drop of the curvature demands at the tower and
bent bottom sections is found in TSDSS. As can be seen from these re-
sults, the mitigation efficiency is more remarkable for bents because
high-order modes of the tower should have significant contributions to
its seismic responses [35].

Fig. 17. Comparisons of displacement time-histories at deck-midpoint of dif-
ferent systems under 0.5 g E10.

Fig. 18. Comparisons of peak transverse displacements along the tower shaft
between the TSDSS1 and TFS under different ground motions with
PGA=0.5 g.

Fig. 19. Comparisons of peak curvatures along tower shaft between the TSDSS1
and TFS under different ground motions with a PGA of 0.5 g.
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According to aforementioned experimental results, it can be con-
cluded that TSDSS is generally more robust than the conventional TFS
for cable-stayed bridges against unexpected larger earthquakes.

4.5. Hysteretic properties and energy dissipation of TSD

To illustrate hysteretic properties of the TSD under different seismic
excitations, hysteretic loops of the TSD-1 and one SSSB at connection of
deck-Bent 2 under the four ground motions (PGA=0.5 g) are all pre-
sented in Fig. 21. As can be seen from these graphs, the TSD possesses
plump hysteretic loops under E10 and LCN260 ground motions,
whereas maintains in elastic state under El Centro and Chi-Chi ground
motions. This means that although the TSD is designed to have ex-
cellent energy dissipation capacity, the quantity of energy dissipation is
related to ground motions. In particular, the pulse of velocity in
LCN260 ground motion leads to less hysteretic cycles in the TSD

(Fig. 21(c)). It should be highlighted that the TSDSS has a remarkable
seismic performance regardless of whether the TSDs yield or not, as
discussed in the previous sections. Compared with the TSD, the SSSB
presents relatively narrow hysteretic loops (approximately rectangular,
as expected) and its capacity of energy dissipation mainly depends on
the normal force at the bearing.
Fig. 22 typically plots the relative displacement time-histories of

TSD at the connections of deck-Bent 1, deck-Bent 2 and deck-Tower 1 in
the TSDSS1 under LCN260 with PGA=0.5 g. Note that the pulse of
velocity in the LCN260 ground motion triggers the displacement pulse
at the TSDs (or deck).
To further reveal the property of energy dissipation of the TSDSS,

Fig. 23 shows the cumulative energy time-history absorbed by TSDs and
SSSBs in the TSDSS1 under the E10 and LCN260 ground motions, as
indicative examples. For the case of 0.5 g E10, as shown in Fig. 23(a),
the energy dissipated by all the TSDs is 0.610 kJ, while the energy
dissipated by all the SSSBs is 0.271 kJ, which indicates that the TSD has
a more excellent energy dissipation capacity. The same conclusion can
be obtained for LCN260 ground motion from Fig. 23(b). Additionally, a
comparison for energy dissipation quantity of TSDSS1 under the two

Fig. 21. Hysteretic cycles of TSD and SSSB at deck-bent2 connection under different ground motions: (a) E10, (b) El Centro, (c) LCN260, and (d) Chi-Chi.

Fig. 22. Displacements at deck-bent/tower connections of the TSDSS1 under
LCN260 with velocity pulse.

Fig. 20. Section curvature time-histories of different system under E10: (a)
bottom section of bent2, and (b) bottom section of tower1.
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ground motions show that the total energy dissipated by all TSDs and
SSSBs under E10 is 2.62 times that under LCN260 (0.881 kJ and
0.336 kJ for E10 and LCN260, respectively), which indicates that the
quantity of energy dissipated by isolation devices are related to ground
motions. This issue may be worth concerned in future studies. Fur-
thermore, the velocity pulse of LCN260 obviously triggers a transient
energy dissipation as observed at 2–3 s in Fig. 23(b). This is because the
dissipated energy is mainly cumulated at the large cycle that is trig-
gered by the pulse.
Fig. 24 shows the photo of TSD at deck-Tower 1 connection in

TSDSS1 after the excitation of E10 ground motion. A slight residual

deformation was observed since the TSD experienced plastic deforma-
tion under this ground motion. Except for that, no damages or failure
are observed in the TSDs at all the test cases. Additionally, load paths
from the deck to bents and towers are never interrupted during the
tests. This also validates that the configuration of TSD can accom-
modate the complex load transmission path under dynamic loads.

4.6. Impact of TSD yield strength on seismic behaviors of the TSDSS

The impact of TSD yield strength on the seismic behavior of TSDSS
for cable-stayed bridges is discussed here according to experimental
results. Seismic demands of TSDSS1 and TSDSS2 under soft- and stiff-
site ground motions (E10 and Chi-Chi ground motions, respectively),
are compared. As aforementioned, the yield strength of TSDs used in
TSDSS1 is 0.74 kN (TSD-1), while that used in TSDSS2 is 0.54 kN (TSD-
2).
Fig. 25 shows the impact of the TSD yield strength on the dis-

placement demands at deck-bent and deck-tower connections. In gen-
eral, the peak displacements at deck-bent and deck-tower connections
can be decreased by increasing the yield strengths of TSDs.
Fig. 26 indicatively shows hysteretic loops of TSD-1 and TSD-2 in-

stalled at the deck-Tower 1 connection. As presented in this graph, both
TSDs possess plump hysteresis loops under E10 ground motion. As ex-
pected, the peak displacements of TSD-1 are relatively smaller because
of its higher yield strength than TSD-2. Meanwhile, the peak forces of
TSD-1 are larger than TSD-2.
Fig. 27 shows the impact of TSD yield strength on force demands at

deck-bent/tower connections and curvature demands at bent-bottom
and tower column sections. According to these experiment results, in-
creasing the yield strength of TSD leads to larger peak horizontal forces

Fig. 23. Energy dissipation of the TSDSS under different ground motions: (a) E10, and (b) LCN260.

Fig. 24. The photo of TSD at deck-tower1 connection after the action of E10.

Fig. 25. The impact of TSD yield strength on the peak displacements at deck-
bent/tower connections. Fig. 26. The hysteretic loops of TSD with different yield strength (E10).
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transferred from the deck to bents and towers. As illustrated in
Fig. 27(b) and (c), the small difference of TSD yield strengths (0.74 kN
for TSD-1 versus 0.54 kN for TSD-2) may not trigger significant influ-
ence on curvatures at bents and towers.
With regard to the impact of site types of ground motions, section

curvatures at bent-bottom and tower column under the soft-site ground
motion (E10) are obviously greater than that under the stiff-site one
(Chi-Chi), because the soft-site ground motion contains more low-fre-
quency contents as previously shown in Fig. 11.

5. Numerical modeling and validation

To assist engineers to efficiently predict the seismic performance of
cable-stayed bridges, a reliable and simple numerical model is a de-
sirable practice solution. To this end, a finite element model re-
presenting the shake-table test is built in OpenSees [28] and validated
using the recorded results. Considering the length of the article, one
typical TSDSS test case (i.e., TSA-3 as shown in Table 4) is selected, in
which the TSD-1 is adopted and E10 ground motion is selected as
seismic excitation. Since the towers in this case generally remain elastic

as expected, elastic beam-column elements are used to model the bents,
towers and deck for simplicity. In addition, it is worth noting that the
scaled test model, rather than the corresponding prototype, is simulated
in this paper, because some simplification procedures (e.g., reducing
and reforming the cables) had been used when preparing the shake-
table test, which inevitably raise the difficulty for the model-prototype
transformation merely based on the similarity coefficients.

5.1. Modeling description

As illustrated in Fig. 28, a three-dimensional finite element model of
the 1/35-scale model-bridge equipped with TSDs is established in
OpenSees [28]. The floating deck system is used in the longitudinal
direction. For the elastic beam-column elements that model the bents,
towers and deck, geometric properties of the sections (i.e., areas and
inertia of gross) are determined based on their geometric configurations
shown in Fig. 2. The measured Young’s modulus of concrete is
10348MPa. The Pdelta transformation command in OpenSees is used to
account for the P-Δ effect [36,37]. Cables are simulated using truss
elements accounting for sag effects using the Ernst method (modified
elasticity modulus of cables) [38]. The Young’s modulus of the cable
material is 195 GPa. To simulate pre-tension forces in cables, initial
strains are assigned to the truss elements. All the bents and towers are
fixed at their bottoms because the soil–structure interaction is neglected
in the shake table test.
TSDs at the deck-bent/tower connections are simulated by zero-

length elements with the Steel01 material, as schematically shown in
Fig. 28. The yield strength, initial elastic stiffness and hardening ratio of
one TSD are 0.74 kN, 73 kN/m and 0.185, respectively. On the other
hand, SSSBs at the deck-bent connections are simulated by zero-length
elements with the elastic-perfectly plastic material. For each SSSB, the
yield force is calculated by multiplying the normal force by the friction
coefficient (set as 0.02), as mentioned in Section 2.4. The initial stiff-
ness of the SSSB model is equal to the yield force divided by 0.002m as
recommended in [1].
Since the four shake tables work synchronically, as discussed in

Section 3, the recorded motion by Table B is used as seismic input for
the numerical model. In the dynamic analysis, Newton with Line Search
algorithm [39] and β-Newmark integrator with parameters β = 0.25
and γ = 0.5 are used to solve the matrix equations. The convergence
tolerance is set to 1.0×10−5. Note that the gravity analysis is con-
ducted before performing the dynamic analyses.

5.2. Comparisons of test and numerical results

Fig. 29 presents comparisons of TSD deformations (or relative dis-
placements) at different connections between the predicted and re-
corded results. As can be seen from these figures, the predicted results
are almost identical to the test data, which indicates that the estab-
lished finite element model can accurately estimate the deformations of
TSDs under earthquakes.
Fig. 30 compares predicted and recorded displacement results at the

tower-top and bifurcation point. It is seen that the finite element model
can generally capture the peak responses although some discrepancies
in part of the time histories are observed. These discrepancies may be
attributed to the simplified modelling technique for the tower (i.e.,
elastic beam-column element), which cannot perfectly reflect the minor
cracks in the tower during shaking. Nevertheless, considering the merits
of modelling simplicity and computational efficiency, it is reasonable to
conclude that the established finite element model is capable of cap-
turing the seismic responses of cable-stayed bridges equipped with
TSDs.

(a) Comparisons of transverse forces at deck-bent and tower connections

(b) Comparisons of the curvature at bottom section of bents 

(c) Comparisons of the curvature along tower column 

Fig. 27. The impact of TSD yield strength on seismic response of structure.
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6. Conclusions

The objective of this study is to experimentally investigate the
seismic behaviors of TSDSS for long span cable-stayed bridges and to
verify the reliability and mitigation efficiency of TSDSS under near- and
far-fault ground motions. For this purpose, a series of tests on a 1/35-
scale model of Sutong Bridge were conducted using a four-shake-table
testing system. During the study, the seismic behaviors of TSDSS and
TFS, and the impact of TSD yield strength on the seismic behaviors of
TSDSS were assessed. Furthermore, a numerical model of the tested
bridge was set up and validated. The main remarkable findings and
conclusions are drawn as follows:

(1) Compared with the TFS, TSDSS can significantly reduce transverse
force demands at deck-bent and deck-tower connections, and de-
crease lateral displacement and curvature demands along tower
shafts. It can also significantly reduce curvature demands at the

bottom section of bents, meanwhile limiting relative displacements
at deck-bent and deck-tower connections to an acceptable level for
practice.

(2) The sensitivity of TSDSS to ground motions is obviously lower than
that of the conventional TFS, indicating a generally robust behavior
for TSDSS under earthquakes.

(3) The hysteretic behavior of TSD is related to the characteristics of
ground motions. Especially, the pulse of velocity in a ground mo-
tion triggers the displacement pulse at the TSDs. Nevertheless,
TSDSS presents reliable and excellent seismic performance, re-
gardless of near- or far-field ground motions.

(4) Increasing the yield strength of TSDs can reduce relative displace-
ment demands at deck-bent and deck-tower connections.

(5) The validated numerical model is capable of predicting the seismic
responses of cable-stayed bridges equipped with TSDs.
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